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The compLrter was invented by Charles Babbage in 1822. He was an

6n9lish mathematician who built a calculating machine that was

powered by steam. His computer was going to be as big as a room ar\d

was called the Difference Hachine. ^k>l\etheless, Babbage's machine

was never built as it was too costly and difficult to build. Even though

the Difference Machine was never built, it laid the foundation for

cor\structir\g the corviputers that we see ar\d know today.

One of the first modem computers was buirt by IBM in 1944. This

computer was called the Mark 1. It was a rvassive machine that

continuously operated <or 15 years. The fir-st 'computer
bug' was found

ir\ the Mark 1. It was not exactly a 609 when compared to the bugs that

we have ir\ modem computers now. It was'a real bug! A moth had

fallen into IBM's computer- and stopped the computer from Korking

properly.

In the 1980 s, the computer industry changed a lot. The first personal
corviputers hit the rviarket. Corviputers becarvie faster, smatler and a

lot cheaper. Today, nearly every household has a desktop or laptop

computer. Many people cannot even imagine how life would be without

compu-ters.

Exerdse 6: Are the statements true or false?

1) The first coiviputer was built ir\ 182Z.

Z) The Apple 1 was the first modem computer.

3) The Mark 1 was a very popular coitlputer in mar\y

households.

( )

( )

( )

4) Charles Babbage invented the first nnodern computer. ( )

S) The first coMputers wer-e built to perforrrt calculations. ( )

6) The Difference Machine was built by IBM. ( )

?) The Acorn was the first computer with Microsoft

Windo\n/s.

8) Personal computers became popular in the flOs.

( )

( )
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Image representation

What'sthe pointofthistask?Youwil!ga!nan understandingofhowimagesarestored Inacomputer.

tntroductlon: Computers store drawings, photographs and other pictures using only numbers. Computer

screens are divided up into a grid ofsmall dots called pixels (plcture elements). In a black and white

picture, each pixel is either btack or white.

When a computer stores a picture, al) that it needs to store is

which dots are black anc! which are white.

This picture can be representeci by numbers. The first !ine

consists of one white pixel, then three black, then one white.
The first line is represented as 1,3,1.

The first number always refates to the number of white

pixels. If the first plxel is black, the fine wlfl begin with a

zero.

Look at the number representations below. ftead each iine and create the picture in the grids.

PICTURE 1

4,11
4,9.2.1
4.9.2.1
4,11
4,9
4.9
5.7
0,17
1,13

HourofCode @ WSO

6,5,2,3
4.2,5,2,3.1
3,l,9.1,Z.l
3.1.9,1.1,1
2.1.11.1
2,1,10,2
2.1.9.1,1.1
2.1.6.1.2.1
2.1.7,1.3,1
1,1,1.1,4.2.3,1
0,1, 2.1.2,2,5,1
0,1.3,2.5.2
1.3,2.5

PICTURE_3

6,2,2.2
5.1.2.2.2.1
6,6
4. 2, 6, 2
3,1,10,1
2,1,12.1
2.1.3.1.4.1.3. 1
1,2.12.2
0.1,16.1
0.1.6.1.2.1.6.1
0,1,7.2.7.1
1.1,14,1
2,1.12.1
2.1,5.2.5.1
3.1,10.1
4,2.6,2
6.6



Graphic Design

Tribe Day 2

In the following squares, create a design using 8-10 dots (any size you'd like) that show each of the Gestalt

Principles:

Closure Continuation Figure-Ground

Proximity Similarity Symmetry
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Silicon Valley Now Wary of IPhone
By Tripp Mickle
Januar/09,2018

A tussle this week between prominent investors and Apple Inc. over iPhone use by young people
comes amid a nascent re-evaluation ofthe smartphone's social consequences within the industry that
spawned it.

The smartphone has fueled much ofSilicon Valley's soaring profits overthe past decade, enriching
companies in sectors from social media to games to payments. But over the past year or so,a
number of industry figures have voiced concerns about the downsides ofthe technology's ubiquity.

They include Apple executives who helped create the iPhone and now express misgivings about how
smartphones monopolize attention, and early investors and executives in Facebook Inc. who worry
about social media's tendency to consume ever more user time, in part by pushing controversial
content.

Those are the kinds of concerns spotlighted in a letter to Apple on Saturday from Jana Partners LLC
and the California State Teachers' Retirement System, which control $2 billion ofApple shares. The
letter urged the tech giant to develop new software tools that would help parents control phone use
more easily, and to study the impact of overuse on mental health.

On Monday, Tony Fadell, a former seniorApple hardware executive involved in the iPhone's creation,
also called on Apple to do more, saying on Twitter that adults are struggling just as much as children
with smartphone overuse. Mr. Fadell said Apple and Alphabet Inc.'s Google should add features to
their mobile-phone operating systems to allow people to track device usage.

"Just like we need a scale for our weight, we need a scale for our digital lives," Mr. Fadell said in an
interview. He said he became concerned about the issue in recent years as he saw families at resorts
spending time with devices rather than each other.

Apple late Monday issued a statement defending its parental controls and other protections for
children who use its iPhones, saying that it started offering some of them as early as 2008.

Mr. Fadell's comments echoed similar remarks last year by venture capitalists affiliated with
Facebook, including Chamath Palihapitiya and Roger McNamee. Mr. Palihapitiya, a former Facebook
executive, and Mr. McNamee, an early investor and adviser, have raised concerns about social
media's tendency to encourage users through emails and notifications to open an app, causing

people to live in front of their screens.

Facebook last year acknowledged for the first time the negative consequences oftime spent on its
ReadWorks.org
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ReadWorks' Silicon Valley Now Wary of iPhone

service, saying that passively consuming information on Facebook leads many users to report
"feeling worse." Chief Executive Mark Zuckerberg pledged to spend this yearworking to address
misuse of its products in part by "making sure time spent on Facebook is time well spent."

"There's a dawning realization ofthe effects these companies have had on us and a sense thatwe
should no longerjust go along with it," said Roger Kay, an analyst for Endpoint Technologies
Associates.

The smartphone has transformed society. Its ability to substitute for the radio, television, computer
and game console has made it so powerful that U.S. consumers now spend more than three hours a
day on average on their mobile devices, according to research firm eMarketer. That is an increase of
morethan one hourfrom 2013.

A handful ofdevelopers have responded to rising smartphone use by introducing apps designed to
help curtail time on devices, including Menthal, which provides a scorecard for device usage. Alex
Markowetz, who co-founded Menthal, said Apple should already offer a similar time-spent
measurement on the iPhone because customers increasingly want to protect their most important
assets: time and intellect. "That's the one resource you should be willing to pay for to look after," Mr.
Markowetz said.

Mr. Fadell, who helped develop the iPhone's hardware, said he has broken "out sometimes in cold
sweats" thinking about the device's social impact. Speaking at the Computer History Museum in May,
Mr. Fadell compared creating the device to Steve Martin's movie "The Jerk." In the movie, Mr. Martin
portrays an inventorwho creates a bridge to hold glasses on people's noses. The bridge sells well
until people go cross-eyed and sue Mr. Martin's company.

"I think about that and when the kids are looking at the digital screen and different pictures are
coming up and there's grandpa, me - am 1 going to be hated by them for what we created? Or are we

going to be like Alexander Graham Bell?" Mr. Fadell said.

ReadWorks.org
©2017Dow Jones. All rights resen/ed. Used by Permission.



KeadWorks' Silicon Valley Now Wary of iPhone - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What invention has fueled much of Silicon Valley's profits over the past decade?

2. Why have people in Silicon Valley begun to express concern about smartphones like

the iPhone?

3. What is the main idea of this article?

4. This article describes the problems associated with overusing smartphones. Describe

at least one solution to this problem from the article.

ReadWorks.org ©2017 ReadWorte®,Inc. All nghts resen/ed.
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Soft Cell
By Chris Jozefowicz

What's the future of solar technology? Just one word: Plastics!

Earth is awash in energy. Enough of it hits the planet as sunlight in less than
10 seconds to supply humanity's energy needs for a full day. In an age of
global concern about the pollution released by burning fossil fuels (coal, oil,
and natural gas), harnessing sunlight is more important than ever.

Solar cells such as the kind that now cover many rooftops don't capture
much sunlight and are expensive. They convert a little more than 10 percent
of the light they receive into electricity and cost thousands of dollars. At
those rates, the electricity generated by the burning of coal is 30 times
cheaper.

Konarka Power Plastic

If solar cells are made to convert more light into electricity, the cost goes
even higher. "Efficient solar cells are ver/ expensive," says Xiaoyang Zhu,
the director of the Center for Materials Chemistry at the University of Texas
at Austin. "They might be up to 40 percent efficient, but they'll cost you
$10,000 for a square inch."

So Zhu and other scientists have begun chasing another way to make
harvesting the sun's energy a reality. "If we can't make solar energy very
efficient, maybe we can make it cheaply," he says.

Light Speed

Today, most solar power is captured via photovoltaic technology—photofor
"light" and voltaic for"electricity." Light is composed of particles called

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READIN8 COMPREHENSION
©2012ReadWorks , Inc All rights reserved.
Article' Copyright©2012WeeklyReader Corporation. All rights reserved.
WeeKiy Reader 'is

a registered tracfemark of Weekly Reader Corporation
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ReadWorks Non-fiction: Soft Cell

photons that carry its energy. Photovoltaic cells (otherwise known as solar
ce/te) turn the energy ofspeeding photons into electricity.

Conventional solar cells do that with the help of the element silicon.
Incoming photons strike specially treated silicon and knock some of its
electrons (negatively charged particles) free. Charges in another part of the
silicon push those electrons away. Wires in the cell allow the electrons to
flow in a circuit, generating an electric current.

Because silicon is abundant in Earth's crust, most solar products are made
from it. But silicon needs to be refined and treated to be useful. That work is
one reason why conventional solar electricity is so expensive.

Powerful Chains

To overcome the problem, researchers are turning to new materials for solar
cells. "We're actually using plastics," Zhu says. "The advantage of plastic is
that we can produce it easily and cheaply."

Plastics are made ofpo/ymers—longchains of carbon molecules. Depending
on how the chains are put together, a plastic will have different properties.
Think of the difference between a polyester shirt and a polycarbonate
bulletproof window. Both are plastic.

Different polymers have different electrical properties, says Raluca Gearba, a
researcher who works with Zhu. "To work well for solar cells," she says,
"polymers need to have a particular shape, they need to absorb light, and
they need to have a high mobility of charges. Sometimes you get one of
those properties, sometimes you get two. We want to know why some
polymers are good for solar cells and why some are bad."

Raluca Gearba/University of Texas at Austin
Raluca Gearba experiments with plastic solar cells in a clean room—
an environment used in research that has a low level of pollutants.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READINQ COMPREHENSION
©2012ReedWorks . Inc. All rights reser/ed
Article: Copyright©2012 Weekly Reader Corpcration Al! rights reserved.
Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader CorporatiDn.
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ReadWori<s Non-fiction: Soft Cell

Solar cells made of plastic work a bit differently from those based on silicon.
When incoming photons strike plastic, electrons aren't knocked free.
Instead, they become energized by the photons. Another kind of plastic with
different electrical properties must then be used to pull the energized
electrons away. Gearba is exploring different kinds of plastic to find which
combinations do the best job and then figure out how to make them better.
"That's what we're trying to understand," she says. "How do you get free
charges in these materials?" Once the electron is free, it can flow through a
circuit and become electricity.

Field Of Dreams

As Gearba and other chemists study more plastic polymers, they'll improve
how well solar cells made from those polymers work. Right now,
commercially available plastic solar cells convert a little more than 3 percent
of the energy in light into electricity—abouta third as much as silicon-based
cells do.

However, the promise of plastic solar cells lies not so much in how efficient
they become, but in how easily they can be manufactured and where they
can be used. "You can make polymers in large quantities," Gearba says.
"You can put them onto flexible surfaces." In fact, layers of polymers can be
sprayed or printed like ink.

Zhu is optimistic about the future of plastic solar cells. "If we increase the
kind of basic research we're doing right now," he says, "I think in five to 10
years we'll reach a breakthrough and something great is going to happen."
He envisions plastic solar cells that will be painted on houses or applied to
the windows of skyscrapers as sunshades or even unspooled from huge rolls
to cover fields and act as solar farms.

"Scientifically there is no reason we should be using fossil fuels in 50 years,"
Zhu says. "Politically there may be a reason, or socially there may be a
reason, but scientifically there is no reason."

Run By The Sun

A standard photovoltaic (PV) cell converts sunlight into electricity. The cell is
a sandwich that has two layers in its filling, each one made of a different
type of semiconductor. A semiconductor is a material whose main ingredient
is usually the element silicon. A semiconductor can conduct or block the flow
of electricity depending on what other materials the silicon has been doped
(mixed) with.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READINQ COMPREHENSION
©201ZReadWorf(s . Inc All rights resarved.
Article: Copyrighit©2012WeeklyReaderCorporation.A!l rights reserved.
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ReadWorks Non-fiction: Soft Cell

Graphic Background: Robert Y. Ono/Corbis; Lightbulb:
Gett/ Images

All light is a stream of bundles of energy called photons. When photons
penetrate a PV cell, they transfer their energy to electrons in the cell. The
excited electrons break free. Because the two semiconductor layers are
doped differently, they create an imbalance that forces the excited electrons
to flow in one direction. That flow of electrons is an electric current, which
can be tapped to run everything from a pocket calculatorto a spacecraft.

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READINQ COMPREHENSION
©2012ReadWorks , Inc. All rights reserved
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ReadVltorks Questions: Soft Cell

Name: Date:

1. Why is plastic a material worth using to create solar cells?

A It's cheap to produce.
B It's easy to produce.
C Both of the above.
D Neither of the above.

2. According to this article, the problem with conventional solar cells is that they are
expensive and not very efficient. What is the proposed solution to this challenge?

A use plastics as new materials for solar cells
B get Congress to pass a bill that would offset the cost of solar cells
C work to improve the existing solar technology
D form partnerships with other organizations

3. Why does Zhu say, "Scientifically there is no reason we should be using fossil fuels in
50 years"?

A Because they're harmful to the environment.
B Because we will have less harmful and more efficient solutions by then.
C Because there will be new laws and social pressure not to use fossil fuels

anymore.
D Because he knows about a likely, future technique they're on the brink of

perfecting.

4. Read the following sentence: "However, the promise of plastic solar cells lies not so
much in how efficient they become, but in how easily they can be manufactured and
where they can be used."

The word promise most nearly means

A pledge
B a declaration
C indication of future excellence
D benefit

5. What would another good title be for this passage?

A In Favor of Plastics
B Plastic vs. Silicon
C Cover Your Roof in Plastic for Solar Energy
D The Future of Solar Technology

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READINQ COMPREHENSION
©2012 ReadWorks®,Inc All rights resen'ed.
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6. Name one reason why conventional solar electricity is so expensive to generate.

7. How do you think the author feels about using plastics for solar cells?

8. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the word that best completes
the sentence.

Zhu decided to explore the use of plastics as materials for solar cells
plastics are cheaper and easy to produce.

A due to the fact that
B however
C although
D despite

9. Answerthe following questions based on the sentence below.

Polymers need a particular shape in order to work well for solar cells.

What? polvmers

(need) What?

Why?

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUT10N TO READINQ COMPREHENStON
©2012ReadWorlis®,Inc. Al) rights reser^ed.



ReadWoiks Questions: Soft Cell

Directions: Read the vocabulary word and definition below to complete questions lOa,
lOb,and 11.

Vocabulary Word: efficient (ef " fic " ient): working in the best manner possible with the
least waste of time or effort.

lOa. Read the sentences below and underline all forms of the word efficient.

i. It's important to figure out which studying techniques are the most efficient for
you so you don't waste your time with strategies that don't work.

2. The apartment was small, so they had to be efficient with their space.

3. My new Prius hybrid car has been ver/ efficient with its fuel use.

4. The worker was efficient and figured out how to make 50 toys in one hour.

5. I strive to be more efficient with my work but sometimes get distracted.

lOb. Which mode of transportation is a more efficient way of traveling across a large
ocean?

11. The grocery store is exactly five blocks north, on the same street as your house.
When you leave your house, you head south for two blocks, then east for four, then
north for seven blocks, and then west for four. Have you taken an efficient path?

ReadWorks.org THE SOLUTION TO READINQ COMPREHENSION
©2012ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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ReadWorks The Most Expensive House in the Universe

Construction began in 1998, after the countries decided to band together and merge their space
missions to create the ISS. Many countries used their spacecraft to deliver the parts for the ISS, little
by little, into space. First came the operating systems and hardware. Then, two years later, a Russian
rocket delivered the living quarters (complete with beds, toilets, and a kitchen) that would make the
ISS habitable for humans. The first "residents" ofthe ISS-two Russian astronauts and one American
-arrived on Expedition 1 in 2000. Over time, more space missions to the ISS added new parts to the
space station, such as "docks" for incoming spacecraft that would make it easier for astronauts to
come in and out ofthe station.

Throughout the construction of the ISS, which is partially solar-powered, engineers had to think
constantly about the best way to keep the ISS running. They had to build and position the station's
parts so that the space station could be powered by light from the sun. They also had to think about
ways to protect itfrom meteoroids (including installing strong shutters on its seven windows). They
installed robotic "arms" for the space station that could grab and hold both ships and astronauts
securely while docking. And they had to install features that would make it easier to live for long
stretches oftime in space, such as exercise machines for the astronauts.

Astronauts can come and go on the ISS. They come to perform many ofthe experiments forwhich
the station was designed, involving biology, physics, astronomy, and meteorology. Others test
equipment to be used in missions to the moon and Mars. In a Japanese-built laboratory aboard the
ISS called Kibo (which means "hope"), they can even grow plants and raise fish. However, most of
the astronauts' space food is still delivered in sealed bags, and there isn't much variety. Thus, the
crew aboard the ISS often looks forward to visiting shuttles that bring the astronauts fresh, different
fruit to eat.

Life aboard the ISS has become relatively more comfortable thanks to technological improvements
developed by engineers; however, it has not always been easy for the engineers back home to work
on the space station. Space travel and construction of spacecraft are two of the most expensive
projects a country can take on, and as the economies around the world shift, some countries have a
harder time contributing financially. Sometimes, engineers from different countries will disagree about
the best way to build something. And while some people on the space station project think it's a good
idea to charge money to space "tourists" in order to provide more funds for the project or to charge
companies a lot of money to advertise their business on the rockets that fly to the ISS, others think
that these ideas do not align with the original purposes ofthe ISS. Butthe fact is, no country or
individual can afford the giant price tag for this important space "house" alone, so they must keep
working together. And the results-whether they include important new scientific discoveries, easier
and more frequent missions to Mars, or better cultural relations between our countries-are sure to
benefit us.

ReadWorks.org -©2015ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks The Most Expensive House in the Universe - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. According to the passage, where is "the most expensive house" located?

A. on the surface of Mars

B. Hollywood, CA

C. circling above Earth

D. New York City

2. Which of the following sequences shows the construction of the ISS in the correct

order?

A. Operating systems and hardware were built, then living quarters were delivered, then
the first residents arrived, then docks for incoming spacecraft were added.

B. Operating systems and hardware were built, then docks for incoming spacecraft were
added, then living quarters were delivered, then the first residents arrived.

C. Living quarters were built, then operating systems and hardware were delivered, then
docks for incoming spacecraft were added, then the first residents arrived.

D. Docks for incoming spacecraft were built, then living quarters were delivered, then
operating systems and hardware were delivered, then the first residents arrived.

3. The countries that worked together to build the ISS did not originally plan to build a

shared space station. What evidence from the passage best supports this conclusion?

A. "Many different governments cooperated in order to plan and build the ISS, including
the USA, Russia, Japan, Canada, and Europe."

B. "By combining forces, they reasoned, they could split the cost of constructing a space
station, and also share resources while onboard the station."

C. "Many countries used their spacecraft to deliver the parts for the ISS, little by little, into
space."

D. "These entities decided to work together on the project only after developing plans
independently for related space projects."

4. What has helped make the ISS mission successful so far?

A. money collected from space tourists

B. people from many countries working together

C. competition between the United States and Russia

D. money donated by America to pay for the ISS

ReadWorks.org -©2017ReadWorks®,Inc, Allrightsreserved.
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5. What is this passage mostly about?

A. the construction and mission of the ISS

B. the most expensive houses in the world

C. how astronauts can live on this ISS

D. the financial cost of building the ISS

6. Read the following sentences: "Then, two years later, a Russian rocket delivered the

living quarters (complete with beds, toilets, and a kitchen) that would make the ISS

habitable for humans. The first 'residents' of the ISS-two Russian astronauts and one

American-arrived on Expedition 1 in 2000."

As used in this sentence, what does the word "habitable" mean?

A. dangerous

B. suitable to live in

C. warm and cozy

D. following the rules

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

No individual nation could afford to keep the ISS running properly._, multiple

nations have to work together to fund the ISS.

A. Meanwhile

B. For instance

C. As a result

D. On the other hand

8. What are the three missions of the ISS?

9. Why did various governments decide to work together to build the ISS?

10. Aboard the ISS, there is a Japanese-built laboratory called Kibo, which means
"hope." Explain how the ISS and its scientific mission represents or gives hope to

people around the world. Support your answer using information from the passage.

ReadWorks.org " ®2017 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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Why Does the Milky Way look Hazy?
1. Using a pendl, carefully poke at least 20 holes

close together in a sheet of white paper.
2. Tape the paper to a chalkboard or dark-

colored wall.

3. Go to the other side of the room and look atthe
paper. From the far side of the room, what do
the dots look like? Can you see individual dots?

Think
Making Moiieb How is looking at the paper
from the far side of the room like trying to see
many very distant stars that are close together?
How does your model compare to the photo-
graph of the Milky Way below?

n a clear, dark summer night m the country, you can see
a hazy band of Ught stretohed across the sky. This band
of stars is caUed the Milky Way. It looks as if the MSky

Way is very far away from Earth. Actuatly, though, Earth is inside
the MiU<y Way' How is this possible? Before you can understand
the answer to this question, you need to know more about how
stars are grouped together.

Our solar system has only one star, the sun. But more than
half of aU stars are members of groups of two or more
stars, caUed star systems. Ifyou were on a planet in one of
these star systems, you would probably see two or more
suns in the sky.

Double and Triple Stars Star systems with two stars are
cafled double stars or binary stars. (The prefix fc( means
"two.") Those with three stars are caUed triple stars. Proxima
Centauri is piobably part ofa taiple star system close to our
sun. The other two stars m the system,Alpha CentauriA and
Alpha Centauri B, form a double star. Sdentists are not sure
whether Proxana Centauri is reaUy part of the system or is
just passing dose to the other two stars temporarily.

Astronomers can sometimes detect a binary star even
if only oae of the stars in the pair can be seen from
Earth. For example, the darker star m the pair may pass
in front of the other star and eclipse the other star. A
system ia which oae star blocks the light from another is

sGUIPE FORKEAmNG

"»What is a rtar system?

"What are the three types of
galaxies?

Steadmg Tip Before you read,
preview the boldfaced temns.
As you read, look for a
photograph or diagram that
illustrates each term.

The Milky Way 9-
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Flgure 14 Algol is an eclipsing
binaiy star system consisting of a
bright star and a dim companion.
Each time the dimmer star passes
in front of the brighter one, Algol
appears less bright.
Interpreting Dlagrams When does
Algol appear brighter?

Flgure 1 S If you saw someone
dandng but couldn't see a partner,
you could infer that the partner
was there by watching the dancer
you could see. Astronomers use a
similar method to detect faint stars
in star systems.

called an eclipsing biaary. As Figure 14 shows, the star /
actuaUy an eclipsing binary.

Often astronomers can tdl that there is a second star in a
only by observing the effects of its gravity. As the secoi
revolves around the first star, the second stai's gravity mal
first star move back and forth. Imagiae you are watching a
dancers twirling each other around. Even ifone dancer wen
ible, you could teU that the invisible dancer was tfaere from "

ing the modon ofthe visible dancer.

Planets Around Other Stars In 1995, astronomers e
ered a planet revolviag around a star using a method siir
the one they use to detect binary stars. The st<
astronomers were observing, 51 Pegasi, moved back anc
only very slighdy. Therefore, they knew the invisible
coiild not have enough mass to be a star. They deduced
must be a planet.

Before this discovery, tfaere was no wayto knowwhethi
other than the sun had planets revolving around them
astronomers know that our solar system is not the onl
Most ofthe planets found beyond our solar system sp

very large, at least halfjupiter's mass.A
planet would be dif&cult to detect be®
would have litde gravitational effect on fl
it revolved aromid.

Astronomers are trying to find new^
use telescopes to see planets direcdy. Se
planet around another star is l&e trying
a firefly near a street light. The glare of tS
makes it hard to see anythmg near the l^
see a planet direcdy, asta-onomers will K
shield their view from the glare of the sti
the planet revolves around. In 2000, astroa

IIS^J



were exdted by the discovery of a planet orbiting a star similai to
our sun and only 10.5 Ught-years away.

k ^NraonmNc " Some sdentists hypothesize that life may
jgi LiFcSaiNCE exist on planets revolving around other

stars. A few astronomers are using radio telescopes to search for
iignals that could aot have come from natural sources. Such a
iignal might be evidence that an extraterrestrial civilization
ixisted and was sending out radio waves.

What evidence have astronomers used to conclude
that there are planets around other stars?

Galaxies
Mow you are ready to learn about the Milky Way. The MilkyWay
.s the galaxy in which our solar system is located. Like other

^alaxies, it contains single stars, double stars, star systems, and
ots of gas and dust between the stars. The Milky Way Galaxy,
)ften just caUed our galaxy, looks milky or hazy because the
.tars are too close together for your eyes to see them iadividuaUy.
Fhe dark blotches in the MUky Way are clouds of dust that block
ight comuig from stars behind them.

There are biUions of galaxies ia the universe. Astronomers
lave classified inost galaries into three main categories: spiral

;alaxies, eUipdcal galaries, and u-regular galaries.

Side view

5un 's location

A Spirul Caluxy
You can make
a model of our

galaxy.
1. Using pipe deaners, make a

pinwheel with two spirals.

2. View the spirals along the
surface ofthetable. Sketch
what you see. Can you see
the spiral shape?

3. Next, view the spiraJs from
above the table and sketch
them.

Observmg The sun is inside a
flat spiral galaxy. From Earth's

position on the flat surface, is
it possibte to get a good vrew
of stars in the spiral arms?
Why or why not?

Top view

Sun s localion

/Ibout 100,000 liglit-years

Figure 16 From the side, the
Milky Way Galaxy appears to be a
narrow disk. The spiral structure
would be visible only from above
the galaxy.

Chapter3 1-»-I19



Figure 17 A, This spiral galaxy issimaaFto
our galaxy. B. An etliptrcal galaxy looks like ?
flattened ball. C. The Large Magellanic Cloud
is an irregular galaxy.

-^Y^C
/^^^,^,J

Spiral Galaxies Figure 17A shbws a galaxy:|
has the shape oftwin spirals, caUed a spiral ga|
Astronomers can see other spiral galaxies frofflj
ferent angles. These views show that spiral gsS
have arms that spiral outward, Uke pinwheek.

Our galaxy has the same spiral, pinwheel S
It is hard for us to see the spiral shape of our g
because our solai system is inside the galaxy,
two thirds of the way out in one of the spiral |
The Mitky Way you see in the sky is the|
people on Earth get when they look towart
main part of the rest of our galaxy. The cen^
our galaxy is about 25,000 light-years froia
sun. However, we caimot see the center ofl
galaxy. The center is hidden from our view h
dust associated with the massive clouds ®1
between the sun aad the center. 3

Elliptical Galaxies Not all galaxies have ^
arms. EUiptical galaries look like flattened I
These galaxies contain billions of stars butl
Utde gas and dust between the stais. Because <
lack of gas and dust, new stars cannot foi
most elliptical galaxies. Most elliptical ga
contam only old stars.

Irregular Calaxies Some gala-ries do no
regular shapes. Because ofthis, they are krio
irregular galaries. The Large Magellanic Qg
an irregular galaxy about 160,000 Ught-ye;
from our galaxy. At this distance it is o&&|
dosest neighbormg galaxies u the universe||

l^ctioir^Review

1. What is a star system?

2. Describe the three main types of galaxies.
3. Where is the sun in our galaxy?
4. Thinking Critkally Applying Coneepts

Some binary stars are called eclipsing binaries.
Explain why this tenn is appropriate. (Hint:
Think about Algol as you come up with
an answer.)
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